Introduction
give address data information (this technology has about 50% effectiveness for all mailstream [7] ), it sends address data (usually zip code) to the sorting system, any other way the mailpiece address image is transferred to the video-coding section, where the group of operators manually writes down the correct information about addresses area. It turns out, the main problem in this scenario is that the operators of the video coding section have very small throughput than an automatic recognition system and gen- The scheme of automatic post mails sorting machine erate higher costs [7] . As a result, the automatic character recognition system is still improving, particularly in the field of interpretation of the manually written characters.
Despite the fact that satisfactory results were received for printed writing, the manual writing is still difficult in the interpretation. Additionally, taking into account the fact that handwritten described post mail pieces represent 30% of the whole mail traffic, it is very important to ameliorate the recognition rate of module handwriting recognition. 
Character image normalization
Before the transformation the character image is normalized all its regions to a mean and variance. This processing is performed to delete the undesirable effects of sensor determined by the illumination variance in character image. For that reason, in order to achieve proper illumination and contrast invariance, character image is normalized [10] . Let I(x, y) indicates a gray value at the image pixel (x, y), E and V be the approximated mean and illumination variance in the image I, accordingly, and I n (x, y) stand for the normalized gray level value at the image pixel (x, y). Therefore, for all image pixels I, the normalization process is determined as follows [3, 2] :
here E 0 and V 0 are the proper mean and variance values, accordingly, E and V are the calculated mean and variance in the image, denoted by
respectively. In this case, E 0 = 100, V 0 = 100 and T n = 128. As a result of the operation of luminance levels normalization image I n is obtained. 
where: t i , t y is a center of gravity given by : 
Radon Transformation
Recently the Radon Transformation have received much more attention. This transformation is able to change two dimensional images with lines into a domain of possible line parameters, where each line in the transformed image will give a peak placed at the issuable line parameters.
This has lead to many line detection applications [19] .
The Radon Transformation is a basic tool which is used in miscellaneous applications such as radar imaging, geophysical imaging, nondestructive testing tool and medical imaging tool [20] . 
where:
where delta is the delta function with not zero value only for argument equal 0, and:
x is the simple perpendicular distance of the beam from the center and θ is the angle of range of the beams. 
Radon-moment calculation
The Radon Transformation g(s, φ) can be defined as a set of lines parallel to the axis of t passing through the points where s, along which are summed up in the image points.
As defined transformation can be represented as follows:
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Function (9) is also often referred to as a function of the projection satisfies the identity or sinogram:
Implementing the functions of projection for all angles of φ and points s in result The Radon Transform is obtained.
On the basis of the parameter space it is possible to determine the geometrical moments of the image.
Taking into account the general form of the normal moment µ order of n:
we can determine the moment of the normal H order of k along a straight s for a fixed angle φ, which can be written in the form:
and
while
Modify (15) according:
where for: a = xcosφ, b = ysinφ, n = k we get:
The thus obtained dependence can be substituted into the (12), thereby obtaining:
By changing the limits of integration
We can lead to a form of:
on the basis of which can be determined the geometric moments of the parametric Radon Transform [18] . In work [8] the authors demonstrated that the expression (20) It is reversible, which in turn allows to determine the geometrical moments of the same image.
Determination of the moments value allows us to formulate the vector characteristics of the analyzed image character eg. central moments Hu [14] These values can be used to construct a feature vector of character. values of invariants defined in the [14] :
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In a similar way to obtain a feature vector consisting of a set of moments of the Radon Transform parameter space. 
Experimental results
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